
OBJECTIVE 
This introductory lecture will lead you through the (i) historical context of the play, then (ii) drop a 
bomb of concerns (see *) and (iii) key methods / evidence (in table form). We end by considering the 
purpose of the play from multiple angles. Use this broad overview to jumpstart your revision. 

BROAD CONCERNS 
1. Familial loyalty: Keller’s strength is also his failure; to sustain his family, he neglects his social duty. 
2. Social responsibility: Chris espouses the importance of solidarity, serving the needs of society. 
3. American Dream: the pursuit of material wealth and familial bliss comes at a great cost: life itself. 
4. Denial vs truth: Miller’s characters lie to themselves and deceive others to preserve the status quo. 
5. Guilt vs redemption: the play is about the morality of one’s actions, our sins and path to ‘salvation’. 

BROAD METHODS 
1. Title: Joe Keller’s recognition that ‘to him, they were all my sons’ is evidently the play’s moral lesson 
2. Structure: the three-act structure of exposition-climax-catastrophe follows the time of day, 

symbolically starting on ‘Sunday morning’ and ending at ‘two o’clock, the morning after’. 
3. Structure: the play alternates between calmness and tension, where light-hearted scenes provide 

some relief to multiple antagonistic encounters between two or more characters. 
4. Characterisation: the neighbours Frank, Lydia, Jim and Sue are dramatic devices for comic relief, and 

exposition on the Kellers; they are also integral to the themes of denial and the American Dream. 
5. Characterisation: the names of Chris, Keller and Mother are symbolic of their respective roles and 

values; the allusion to Jesus underpins the notion that Chris is a (failed) Christ figure. 
6. Language: the mood of the dialogue shifts quickly from casual Sunday banter to quiet tension in Act 

One, to aggressive intensity in Act Two and finally to absolute disconsolation in Act Three. 

OUT OF THE SHADOWS 
The ghost of World War II haunts All My Sons. Out of the trenches, Chris Keller returns home to a 
different battlefield. His brother Larry is lost to the war, probably forever; his mother keeps his shoes 
shined in her bid to reclaim the past; his father is content so long as business is booming and his family is 
fed. Joe is a survivor of the war, exonerated from authorising the shipment of cracked cylinder heads. 
Chris too is a survivor, but is burdened with the death of his men and the twenty-one pilots his father 
was accused of murdering. While Joe Keller may be Miller’s tragic hero de jure, the audience arguably 
sees the world of All My Sons through Chris’s eyes. We relate to ‘his effort to live with honour, to live 
like a man, in love and together with other people rather than against them.’ His struggle to find a 
balance — between past and present, sacrifice and self-gain, destruction and creation — thus forms ‘the 
spine of the play’ (Christopher Bigsby). 

All My Sons 
Carry On, Soldier 
An introduction to concerns and historical context in All My Sons



WAR AND THE AFTERMATH 
The ‘blood’ on the Kellers’ hands and Chris’s attempt to redeem his family have their roots in history. All 
My Sons is loosely based on a story about a young woman in the Midwest (where the play is also set) 
who turned her father to the authorities for manufacturing defective aircraft parts to the U.S military. 
The Truman Committee, led by then-senator Harry S. Truman, would be charged with investigating over 
$10 billion worth of defence contracts for instances of waste and corruption.  

Such misconduct was perhaps inevitable, given the desperate needs of the war effort and the rampant 
production. On the orders of Franklin D. Roosevelt, aircraft production during World War II had risen 
from 50,000 in 1940 to a high of 125,000 in 1943. This ‘industrial mobilisation’ called for non-stop 
production up until the dropping of the atomic bomb, ordered by President Truman himself. The 
military-industrial complex is summarised, and its repercussions predicted, in an address by Eisenhower: 

* In the light of Miller’s comment, the play can be read as a response to the rampant profiteering during 
the war. At the centre of the play we find the trial of Joe Keller, whose unethical ‘violations’ will be 
cross-examined by his ‘victim’ (George) and later by his own son (Chris). The play itself puts an entire 
society on ‘trial’ for being all too ready to reduce human life to ‘dollars and cents, nickels and dimes’: 

CHRIS. Everything was being destroyed, see, but it seemed to me that one new thing was made. A kind of—
responsibility.  Man for man.  You understand me?—To show that, to bring that onto the earth again like some 
kind of  a monument and everyone would feel it standing there, behind him, and it would make a difference to him. 
(Pause) And then I came home and it was incredible. I—there was no meaning in it here. […] I went to work with Dad, and 
that rat-race again. I felt—what you said—ashamed somehow. Because nobody was charged at all. It seemed to make 
suckers out of  a lot of  guys.  I felt wrong to be alive, to open the bank-book, to drive the new car, to see the new 
refrigerator.  I mean you can take those things out of  a war, but when you drive that car you've got to know that it came 
out of  the love a man can have for a man, you’ve got to be a little better because of  that.  Otherwise what 
you have is really loot, and there's blood on it.  I didn’t want to take any of  it. (Act One, 38)

Until the latest of  our world conflicts, the United States had no armaments industry… we have been compelled 
to create a permanent armaments industry of  vast proportions. Added to this, three and a half  million men and 
women are directly engaged in the defense establishment. We annually spend on military security more than the net 
income of  all United States corporations. 

This conjunction of  an immense military establishment and a large arms industry is new in the American 
experience... In the councils of  government, we must guard against the acquisition of  unwarranted influence, 
whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of  
misplaced power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of  this combination endanger our liberties or 
democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, ‘Farewell Speech’ (1961) 

Everybody knew a lot of  illicit fortunes were being made, a lot of  junk was being sold to the armed services, 
we all knew that. All the rules were being violated every day, but you didn’t want to mention it. 

Arthur Miller

KELLER (with growing emphasis and passion, and a persistent tone of  desperation). Who worked for nothin’ in that war? When 
they ship a gun or a truck outa Detroit before they got their price? Is that clean? It's dollars and cents, nickels 
and dimes; war and peace, it's nickels and dimes, what's clean? Half  the goddam country is gotta go if  I go! That's why 
you can't tell me. (Act Three, 89)
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Is justice served? Is Joe Keller rightfully punished for his crimes against society? As a ‘public’ tragedy, All 
My Sons ends on a poignant, but ambivalent note that deprives the audience of such satisfaction. Where 
it does succeed is in its interrogation of the audience and by extension, society. We are reminded of the 
need to be human and re-evaluate the importance of money and ‘business’. 

THE AMERICAN DREAM 
With the military-industrial complex and an American economy on the up-and-up, it is unsurprising 
that the period after WWII was one of economic prosperity for middle America. Statistics tell the story: 
$213 billion GDP in 1945 grew to $500 billion in 1960; the middle class composed an unprecedented 
60% of the population; 62% of families owned a home by 1960 (from a mere 43% in 1940). Domestic 
consumption, especially of consumer appliances like washing machines and refrigerators, sky-rocketed.  
Factories like Joe Keller’s were born of wartime and continued to prosper post-WWII, shifting into 
consumer goods—a keystone of the American Dream. Affluence in the American post-WWII milieu 
was not just a goal of every citizen; the opportunity of ‘living the American dream’ would come to be 
recognised as an inalienable right. 

* In this context of material values and individualism, All My Sons recreates and seems to reinforce these 
norms. The neighbours, introduced to us in Act One, represent the ‘good life’… achieved at some cost. 
The Lubeys seem unscathed by the war, Frank having dodged the draft, ‘his house paid off’ and a blissful 

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
KELLER. It was a madhouse. Every half hour the Major callin’ for cylinder heads, they were whippin’ us with the telephone.  
The trucks were hauling them away hot, damn near.  I mean just try to see it human, see it human. (Act One, 34) 

KELLER. A hundred and twenty cracked, you're out of business. You got a process, the process don't work you're out of 
business. You don't know how to operate, your stuff is no good, they close you up, they tear up your contracts. What the 
hell’s it to them? (Act Two, 77) 

CHRIS. What is that, the world of business? […] Don’t you have a country? Don't you live in the world? What the hell are 
you? You’re not even an animal, no animal kills his own, what are you? (Act Two, 78) 

KEY METHODS 
Keller’s portrayal of the military industry (34, 77, 89), Keller’s appeal to ‘see it human’ (34), George’s account of the day 
Keller authorised the shipment (59), George’s judicial tone / interrogation of Chris (60-61), Chris’s condemnation — use of 
bestial imagery to describe the business and Joe Keller’s actions (78, 87, 88), anagnorisis / title (90), the ending (91).

The American Dream is that dream of  a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for everyone, 
with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement. It is a difficult dream for the European upper classes to 
interpret adequately… It is not a dream of  motor cars and high wages merely, but a dream of  social order in which 
each man and each woman shall be able to attain to the fullest stature of  which they are innately capable... 

James Truslow Adams, Epic of  America (1931) 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of  Happiness. 

United States Declaration of  Independence (1776)
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family with ‘three children’. The Baylisses are the ultimate pragmatists: Sue harps on the importance of 
money and Jim, probably compelled by his wife, has chosen the lucrative path of medical practice over 
an idealistic career as researcher. The Kellers themselves are well-off, with a big house and a successful 
business. Material wealth here is not an end in itself, but only pursued in the interest of the family’s 
overall well-being. The ‘American Dream’, however, comes at the expense of others: the Kellers’ welfare 
makes victims of the Deever family, and the neighbours’ choices are self-serving, for themselves rather 
than for the common good. 

Arguably, the play exhorts its audience to let go of its obsession with their own happiness and to take up 
its social and moral cause instead. Chris stands as a counterpoint to Sue, Jim and his own father, aspiring 
towards self-sacrifice (instead of self-gain) and a moral idealism (in contrast to Sue’s cold, calculating 
ways). Yet, an attentive reader realises that these ideals are fraught with contradictions. Chris too 
yearns to be ‘inspired’ by a ‘beautiful’ life with his own ‘family’ and ‘kids’ (17). All of Miller’s characters, it 
would seem, are obsessed with the pursuit of personal happiness, whether as familial bliss or material 
wealth. Joe Keller believes that ‘nothin’ is bigger’ than the welfare of his family; many in the audience 
would nod silently in agreement. 

THE FAMILY UNIT 
This myopic focus was possibly driven by a change in social structure during the Cold War (1945-1991?), 
known otherwise as the period after World War II. While ‘family’ once referred to a multi-generational 
tapestry living under one roof, the concept evolved towards the nuclear model of four — a basic unit of 
father, mother and two children. The need for more homes, more cars, more furniture would in turn fuel 
frenetic consumption and so, a booming American economy. The ‘television families’ of the 1950s, with 
their perfect relationships, immaculate hair and wonderful General Electric appliances, seen on RCA 
televisions everywhere, would also foment the desire for a ‘beautiful’ family. From the old-fashioned 
ideal in Leave It to Beaver (1957), the image of the American nuclear family has clearly evolved into ever 
more dysfunctional models: the suburban quirks of The Simpsons (1989), the single-parent family in 
Gilmore Girls (2000), the whimsical chaos of Family Guy (1999) and Modern Family (2009). 

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
CHRIS. The business! The business doesn't inspire me. (Act One, 17) 

ANN. And the money, there's nothing wrong in your money.  Your father put hundreds of planes in the air, you should be 
proud.  A man should be paid for that... (Act One, 38) 

KELLER. You wanted money, so I made money. What must I be forgiven? You wanted money, didn’t you? (Act Three, 83) 

SUE. And he’s got money. That’s important you know. (Act Two, 47) 

KEY METHODS 
References to money and material goods (8, 18, 24, 26, 38, 41, 69, 83), the language of business and industry (17, 41, 77-79), 
Chris’s language of shame towards money / animal imagery (38, 78, 87, 88), Chris’s personal desire for a family — ‘I want’ (17, 

38, 41), Ann as a symbol of cruel self-interest (38, 86), Jim’s commentary on society’s obsession with ‘money’ (79)
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* The audience of All My Sons is initially misled by the wholesome, picture-perfect ‘Sunday morning’ of 
Act One. This semblance of harmony soon dissipates into dysfunction. Chris, intent on marrying Ann, 
pressures his father and mother to accept that Larry is gone for good. The cracks widen when Chris 
discovers that his father sent twenty-one pilots to their deaths and forces him to admit to the 
immorality of his actions. Keller finally acknowledges his obligation to society, but kills himself soon 
after. In the early hours of Monday morning, the ‘holy’ family is in tatters, leaving its one remaining son 
to face his responsibility in his father’s self-destruction. In echoing the internal strife of classical 
tragedies (recall The Oresteia and Oedipus the King), the play sets itself up as a domestic tragedy about a 
family’s inexorable collapse. 

The cause of the Kellers’ downfall is ironically their very love for the family. So slavishly devoted to his 
family is Joe Keller that he becomes blind to the twenty-one lives that have come at their expense. The 
character of Mother emits a ‘terrifying mix of love, protection and vengeance’ (Gottfried); the audience 
knows that she will go to all lengths to keep her family safe from harm. Even Chris ‘in Act One, never 
loses a certain filial awe of his father’, which ‘breaks down in the following acts’ (Kazan). Chris and Larry 
both condemn Joe’s misdeeds and disown him because he fails to live up to their idealised notion of a 
‘father’ (87), one who has betrayed the trust placed upon by society. A once-proud father chooses 
death over a life devoid of meaning — family. 

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
CHRIS (with admiration). Joe McGuts. (Act One, 32) 
ANN. You’re the only one I know who loves his parents. (Act One, 35) 
GEORGE. Isn't that the first thing they’d do, the way they love each other? — J. O. Keller and Son? (Act Two, 62) 

MOTHER. We’re dumb, Chris. Dad and I are stupid people. […] You’ve got to protect us. (Act Two, 44) 

KELLER. I’m thinking of Chris… You get older, you want to feel that you — accomplished something. My only 
accomplishment is my son. I ain’t brainy. That’s all I accomplished… A father is a father! (Act Two, 53-54) 

KELLER. There's nothing he could do that I wouldn't forgive. Because he's my son. Because I'm his father and he's my son. 
[…] Nothin’s bigger than (family). And you're going to tell him, you understand? (Act Three, 83) 

CHRIS. I’ve got nothing to say to you. […]  (pulling violently away from him) Don’t do that, Dad. I’m going to hurt you if you 
do that. (Act Three, 88) 

CHRIS. I know you’re no worse than most men but I thought you were better. I never saw you as a man. I saw you as my 
father. (Almost breaking) I can't look at you this way, I can't look at myself! (Act Three, 89) 

KEY METHODS 
Keller’s absolute devotion to his family — ‘for you’ (41, 53, 54, 77, 83), Keller’s emphasis on familial roles — ‘a father is a 
father’ (53, 54, 83), Mother’s ‘protection’ of her family (43, 63-67, 75, 82, 91), images of food and festivity (18, 33, 35, 41, 63, 64), 
maternal / physical affection with George (63-65), Jim claims Chris is a ‘good son’ (80) — Chris later confesses to ignoring 
his father’s misdeeds (87), the Kellers’ names and character introductions (3, 10, 18), Chris’s love for his family (32, 33), 
Larry’s letter and Chris’s rejection (90)
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THE SOCIAL CONTRACT 
The social contract is at the heart of the divisions between father and son, Joe and Chris. Defined in its 
simplest terms, the social contract is the unwritten acceptance that the individual is bound to rules set 
by the collective (social group, society, nation) — an individual should not act in his self-interest alone, 
but serve the wider interests of his or her community. 

From Thomas Hobbes’ perspective, this contract is ‘necessary’ because humans ‘are necessarily and 
exclusively self-interested. All men pursue only what they perceive to be in their own individually 
considered best interests’ (Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy). In contrast, John Locke believes that 
men are ‘free to pursue our own interests and plans’ but do so with the belief that we must not harm 
others with regard to their ‘life, health, liberty or possessions’. 

* Of the two, Miller’s 1947 America more closely follows a Hobbesian society that ‘privileged the 
individual’ and ‘preached the virtues of competition’. Like so many of Miller’s protagonists, Joe Keller 
pursues his own ends without regard for his fellow man, and conveniently uses his family’s survival to 
justify his ignoble behaviour. These values are fundamentally different from those who fought in the war. 
Chris upholds the ‘love a man can have for a man’ (38) and the selfless ‘responsibility’ embodied by his 
company of men. To Chris, all of society are ‘my boys’ (78). Joe’s sin is that he fails to see his obligation 
to the greater world; he only sees the need to care for his own. 

With the death of its tragic hero, All My Sons ‘forcefully repudiates anti-social behaviour that derives 
from the myth of privatism in American society’. The play suggests that the individual must abide by the 
social contract or face the consequences of his action. If he relinquishes his responsibility to others, 
society becomes a ‘zoo’ (88), a ‘jungle existence for all of us’ — a dangerous, dog-eat-dog world devoid 
of affiliation with another man, one’s ‘country’ and the ‘world’ (78). 

Joe Keller’s trouble, in a word, is not that he cannot tell right from wrong but that his cast of  mind cannot admit that 
he, personally, has any viable connection with his world, his universe, or his society… This fortress which All 
My Sons lays siege to is the fortress of  unrelatedness.’ 

Arthur Miller, Collected Plays

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
CHRIS. This is the land of the great big dogs, you don't love a man here, you eat him! That's the principle; the only one we 
live by... it just happened to kill a few people this time, that's all. (Act Three, 87) 

CHRIS. You can be better! Once and for all you can know there's a universe of people outside and you're responsible to it, 
and unless you know that, you threw away your son because that's why he died. (Act Three, 91) 

KEY METHODS 
Chris’s language of idealism and morality (38, 78, 91), Chris’s affection for his ‘boys’ (14-15. 25, 78), Jim’s recount of his days as 
a researcher (80), Chris as ‘Jesus’ (89), the letter presents Larry in an equally idealistic light (90), Joe and Chris’s 
commentary on ruthless, completely selfish state of nature (88, 89). 
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DENIAL AND TRUTH 
* The savagery in All My Sons—murder, death, miscarriage of justice—occurs before the play even starts, 
buried ‘beneath the routines of daily existence’ (Bigsby). Yet, the awful past is ‘always present and 
cannot be ignored, forgotten or denied’ (Centola). Kate declares at the start of the play that 
‘Everything that happened seems to be coming back’ (19). So it does, and to tragic consequences. 

Kate has tried to stop the clock, constructing a reality in which her son Larry is still alive and requiring 
her family to inhabit it. This apparent self-delusion however hides her mendacity — by ignoring Larry’s 
likely fate, she is also repressing Joe Keller’s guilt. That is why she insists that there is ‘no jail’ (24) and 
why Keller, ‘above all’ (23) has to believe her fiction. Joe and Chris too are complicit in the denial of the 
past. In Acts One and Two, Joe Keller weaves his own account of the day he authorised the shipment 
(34) and the day he was exonerated (32), later attempting to deceive George with tales of his father 
Steve’s mendacity (68). Chris himself is in denial, ignoring his father’s culpability. Every character in the 
play, especially the neighbours, tries to hide the ugly truth. 

As the past infiltrates the present, the present interrogates the past. The truth surfaces when George 
enters the fray and asks questions of Chris, Kate and Joe. Mother discloses by a slip of the tongue that 
Joe never fell sick; George and the audience’s suspicions of his guilt are confirmed. Little by little, 
characters step forward to admit that they have always known — Sue, then Jim, Ann with her letter 
from Larry and finally, Chris. Evidently, the play’s structure moves from ignorance in Act One to 
knowledge in Act Two, denial to truth in Act Two, truth to tragedy in Act Three. 

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
CHRIS. You have such a talent for ignoring things. 
KELLER. I ignore what I gotta ignore. (Act One, 15) 

MOTHER. I want you to act like he's coming back. Both of you. […] You above all have got to believe, you — […] Just don't 
stop believing. (Act One, 23) 

CHRIS. We never took up our lives again. We’re like at a railroad station waiting for a train that never comes in. (Act One, 21) 

SUE. Then why don't you go out and talk to people? Go on, talk to them. There's not a person on the block who doesn't 
know the truth. (Act Two, 49) 

KEY METHODS 
Mother’s dream — melodramatic action and images of Larry (22), Mother feigning a headache (20, 29), Mother 
commanding other characters to believe with her (21, 23, 29), the apple tree as a stand-in for Larry (3, 21, 57, 64), Chris 
insisting on telling Mother the truth (14-15, 21), the revelation of Larry’s letter (83, 90), nostalgic references to the past (21, 

25, 63, 71), superstition / horoscope (5, 6, 30, 72, 73), the jail motif / poplar trees (24, 25, 31, 57), Larry’s room (26, 27), the 
Baylisses as Greek chorus, exposing the truth (48-49, 79-80), Chris in denial of Joe’s wrongdoing (50, 60, 61), dramatic 
structure: ignorance to knowledge, denial to truth, Mother’s slip (71) and her explanation of why she denies Larry’s death 
(75).
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GUILT AND REDEMPTION 
* ‘Indeed’, Christopher Bigsby argues, ‘no one in this play is without culpability, without cruelty, without 
guilt’, a claim that Sue’s aforementioned indictment implies. The entire community, including the 
Baylisses and the Lubeys, is guilty of suppressing the truth. Both Joe and Kate are clearly cognisant of 
the former’s wrongdoing but take pains to preserve an appearance of innocence. Chris harbours 
suspicions towards his father’s involvement and is wracked by the guilt of having ‘suspected my father’ 
and doing ‘nothing about it’ (87). 

Chris’s quest for justice is arguably motivated by his guilt. From his entrance in the play, he is plagued 
by survivor’s guilt, ashamed at enjoying the good life whilst his ‘boys’ sacrificed their lives. Redemption 
for Chris can only come in the form of extinguishing his inner demons — the selfishness within him that 
he recognises in his father. 

Likewise, Joe Keller can redeem himself only if he recognises his obligations to his fellow man. His final 
exit from the stage promises the audience a satisfactory conclusion, one with the hero overcoming his 
tragic flaw and paying a suitable price (of serving time in prison). Instead he shoots himself, an ‘act of 
self-justification’ that succeeds only in passing the guilt to Chris. Miller chooses to leave his audience 
hanging in this web of contradictions and unsettling truths. 

Why else does Chris hound his father but for a sense of  vengeance, killing in his father qualities for which he 
condemns himself ? Why else does Joe Keller kill himself, beyond an acknowledgement of  responsibility and a fear 
of  punishment? He does so, Miller has suggested, as a counter-blow to his wife and son. Kate is now abandoned and 
Chris saddled with an inescapable guilt: ‘Chris would feel the burden of  guilt until the end of  his life because it 
would have taught him that he really knew better way back when he was denying all this.’ 

Christopher Bigsby, Arthur Miller: A Critical Study.

SELECTED EVIDENCE 
ANN: (surprised) Don't yourself hold anything against [Steve]? 
KELLER: Annie, I never believed in crucifying people. (Act One, 32) 

ANN. Then what's wrong? Even in your letters, there was something ashamed. 
CHRIS. Yes. I suppose I have been. But it’s going from me. (Act One, 37) 

CHRIS. I felt wrong to be alive, to open the bank-book, to drive the new car, to see the new refrigerator. (Act One, 38) 

CHRIS. (a little uneasily) J. O. Keller is good enough.  
CHRIS. (a little frightened) Dad, you don't have to tell me this. (Act One, 41) 

CHRIS. The man is innocent, Ann. Remember he was falsely accused once and it put him through hell. (Act Two, 51) 

KEY METHODS 
The jail motif (23, 24, 41), Keller’s recounts are used to present his own innocence (32, 34), Keller’s generous ‘offers’ of a job / 
place to Steve and George (71), George’s exposé of Chris as a ‘liar’ to himself (61), Chris’s language of shame (37, 38, 87), the 
ending — the ‘shot’ and Chris’s reaction (91)
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WHAT IS ALL MY SONS ABOUT? 
In my view, the play asks more questions than it resolves. All of Miller’s characters are denied 
‘redemption’ in some sense. Joe does not truly atone for all his sins and Chris cannot feel that he has 
done the just thing. The others are implicated in the deaths of the twenty-one pilots by their ignoring 
the truth and their pursuit of individual happiness. We might ask ourselves: 

1. Is All My Sons an anti-war play? Does the play condemn the capitalistic practices of the second 
World War and in truly prophetic fashion, the ruthless self-interest we see today? 

2. Is this a moralistic play, beckoning its audience to obey the social contract and take ‘responsibility’ in 
a cultural milieu? Does Miller deliver ‘social’ and ‘moral’ justice through Joe’s death?  

3. Is this a social problem play about the fatal flaws of the American Dream? Does the play critique the 
pursuit of prosperity and material gain? Does the play suggest a viable alternative to the American 
Dream? Does it propose a ‘realistic’ set of values and beliefs for us to uphold? 

4. Is the play a patriotic work that mourns the collective loss of American soldiers and the fissure of the 
American way of life? Does Miller pay tribute to their selflessness and solidarity? 

5. Is the play a domestic tragedy, ultimately sympathetic to Joe Keller and his family-first tribalism? 
Does the audience sympathise with the Kellers because of their familiar values? 

All My Sons is a demanding play. It demands, lines charging off the page, that the audience participate in 
its social and moral dilemmas. We are asked what we would do, should do and must do… in Chris’s shoes. 
Can we be a ‘Jesus in this world’? Can we see it human? All My Sons refuses to prescribe its audience an 
easy mission  to live by. It does however call us to have heart — a heart for all of society, its sons and 1

daughters, for whom we carry on fighting. 

Curtain. 

This country has more wealth than any nation, but that’s not what makes us rich. We have the most powerful military 
in history, but that’s not what makes us strong. Our university, our culture are all the envy of  the world, but that’s not 
what keeps the world coming to our shores. What makes America exceptional are the bonds that hold together 
the most diverse nation on Earth, the belief  that our destiny is shared – that this country only works when we 
accept certain obligations to one another and to future generations, so that the freedom which so many Americans 
have fought for and died for comes with responsibilities as well as rights, and among those are love and charity and 
duty and patriotism. That's what makes America great.  

President Barack Obama, Election Victory Speech (2012)

 Pardon the playfulness with one of our college’s mottos; I hereby confess that I have the inalienable right to use and abuse it. 8)1
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7. Hersh Zeifman. ‘An Introduction to All My Sons.’ Readings on Arthur Miller. livreordie, CJC Library 

ON SETTING AND STRUCTURE 

ON CONCERNS 

At the beginning of  the play, Miller creates an atmosphere of  what he calls ‘undisturbed normality’. What he 
was after, he has explained, was to locate an ordinary environment from which extraordinary disaster would spring. 
Thus it is set in a suburban world in which people are involved in ‘cutting the lawn and painting the house and 
keeping the oil burner running; the petty business of  life in the suburbs.’ 

The first act is designedly slow. It takes place ‘beneath a clear landscape in the broad light of  a peaceful day’. 
However, as Miller remarked of  Mordei Gorelick’s purposefully ordinary setting, this only made the deepening threat 
of  the remainder more frightening’, for into this recognisable domesticity, this Norman Rockwell scene of  Sunday 
morning in an Ohio town, he slowly infiltrates corrosive elements. […] 

In the first act the sun shines brightly, as Chris Keller and Ann plan their wedding. In the second act it is 
twilight, as the mood darkens, while in the third it is two in the morning with the moon casting a ‘bluish light’ on 
those whose lives have been drained, suddenly, of  colour and purpose alike. Like Ibsen’s play, too, it is a combination 
of  the tragic and the comic and brings the flawed idealist (Chris) into collision with an equally flawed social world. 

Christopher Bigsby, Arthur Miller: A Critical Study.

This is a play about betrayal, about fathers and sons, about America, about self-deceit, about self-righteousness, 
about egotism presented as idealism, about a fear of  mortality, about guilt, about domestic life as evasion, about the 
space between appearance and reality, about the suspect nature of  language, about denial, about repression, about a 
kind of  despair finessed into hope, about money, about an existence resistant to our needs, about a wish for innocence 
when innocence kills, about a need for completion, about the gulf  between the times we live in and the people we 
wish to believe ourselves to be, about the fragility of  what we take to be reality, about time as enemy and time as 
moral force. 

Christopher Bigsby, Arthur Miller: A Critical Study
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CONCERNS AT A GLANCE 

GUIDE 
The world of All My Sons exists as a battlefield between opposing ideologies, antithetical value systems and conflicting 
circumstances, represented by the left and right columns. You might argue that these divisions are interminable, irresolvable 
or unavoidable. You might also argue that the play appeals for a balance or compromise to be struck between two states. 

Conflict between characters can generally be attributed to a clash of different world views or character intentions. 
- Keller’s subscription to the family is at odds with Chris’s fervent rhetoric of social responsibility. 
- Mother’s suppression of the truth sets her against George and Ann’s pursuit of the truth. 
- In several cases, characters pursue similar goals, but in different ways. While Mother and Keller seek to preserve the 

family, Keller is initially unwilling to relent to Chris (83). Chris yearns to set up his own family with Ann, a desire which 
collides with Mother’s constructed reality (where Ann must ‘listen to (her) heart’). 

Dilemmas represent individual characters’ struggle with two opposing states: 
- Jim inhabits the space of pragmatism, but continues to aspire towards serving the greater good. 
- Chris is caught between loyalty to his men / society and his duty to protect his family. 

The inevitable consequence of these various tensions is the collapse of the Keller family. As it is in classical tragedy, the issues 
are often social (e.g. duty, relationship with society), political or philosophical (e.g. morality) in nature, yet the central action 
revolves around a small group of characters in a closed, more intimate environment. The private sphere—the family—is thus 
the ideal site, as it will be familiar, relatable and subsequently poignant for any audience.  

DIALECTICAL CONCEPTS

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Solidarity, community, comradeship, morality 

(Chris, Larry, ‘early’ Jim, ‘my boys’)

FAMILIAL LOYALTY 
Tribalism, devotion, private duties, ‘self-interest’ 

(Nearly all characters, including Chris)

MORAL IDEALISM 
Human values, sacrifice, solidarity, compassion  

and ‘Christian virtues’ (Chris, Larry, early Jim)

PRAGMATISM 
Material values, survival, wealth, self-gain and 

the American Dream (Joe, Sue, Jim, Chris, Ann, Kate)

REDEMPTION 
Atonement, recognition of responsibility (Joe),  

suicide as penance / escape (Joe), social duty (Chris)

GUILT 
Survivor’s guilt (Chris), guilty conscience (the Kellers),  
criminality / culpability (Joe), complicity (Chris, Kate).

DENIAL 
Delusion / self-deception (Kate, Chris), superstition 

 (Frank), denial of guilt (Joe), deceit (Kate, Joe),

TRUTH 
Pursuit of justice (George), Larry’s letter (Ann),  

admittance of knowledge (Sue / Jim).

CONSEQUENCES

FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
The tensions and collisions between these ideologies and concepts inevitably ruptures the Keller family.  

The play is finally a domestic tragedy in which no Keller is innocent and no one is spared suffering.
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INTERACTIVE SEGMENT 

OBJECTIVE 
We will better understand Joe and Chris Keller’s ideological differences by 
close-analysing two pivotal lines for word choice and sentence structure 

JOE KELLER (Act Two, 77)

Chris, I did it for you. 
Why does the clause ‘I did it for you’ start with ‘I’ and end with ‘you’? 

What kind of words does Joe use? What effect is evoked? 

Which concern does the word ‘for’ signify here? 

CHRIS KELLER (Act One, 38)

Responsibility. Man for man. 
Why does the clause ‘Man for man’ start with ‘Man’ and end with ‘man’? 

What kind of words does Chris use? What effect is evoked? 

Which concern does the word ‘for’ signify here? 
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